
Student Name:

McNabb Middle School Montgomery County Schools

TRIBEDAY4

Class Period: Bodie Health

Core Content
PL-6.7.8-PW-S-SMEHl.c:(4,5) recommending andjustifying effective strategies (e.g., problem solving, decision making, refusal
skills, anger management, conflict resolution) for responding to stress, conflict, peer pressure and bullying

Directions: Read the article below and provide a summary of what you have read.

DealingWith Anger

When Tempers Flare

Do you lose your temper and wonder why? Are there days when you feel like you just wake up angry?

Some of it may be the changes your body's going through: All those homones you hear so much about can cause mood swings and

confused emotions, Some of it may be stress: People who are under a lot of pressure tend to get angry more easily. Part of it may be

your personality: You may be someone who feels your emotions intensely or tends to act impulsively or lose controi. And part of it

may be your role models: Maybe you've seen other people in your family blow a fuse when they're mad.

No matter what pushes your buttons, one thing is certain —you're sure to get angr/ sometimes. Ever/one does. Anger is a normal

emotion, and there's nothing wrong with feeling mad. What counts is how we handle it (and ourselves) when we're angry.

Tools to Tame a Temper: Self-Awareness & Self-Control

Because anger can be powerful, managing it is sometimes challenging. It takes plenty of self-awareness and self-control to manage

angry feelings. And these skills take time to develop.

Self-awareness is the ability to notice what you're feeling and thinking, and why. Little kids aren't very aware of what fchey feel,

they just act it out in their behavior. That's why you see bhem having tantrums when they're mad. But teens have the mental ability

to be self-aware. When you get angry, take a moment to notice what you're feeling and thinking,

Self-control is all about thinking before you act. It puts sonne precious seconds or minufces between feeling a strong emotion and

taking an action you'll regret.

Together/ self-awareness and self-control allow you to have more choice about how to acfc when you're feeling an intense emotion

like anger.

Getting Ready to Make a Change



Deciding to get control of your anger —rather than letting it control you —means taking a good hard fook at the ways you've been

reacting when you get mad. Do you tend to yell and scream or say hurtful, mean, disrespectful things? Do you throw things, kick or

punch walls, break stuff? Hit someone, hurt yourself, or push and shove others around?

For most people who have trouble hamessing a hot temper, reacting like this is not what they want. They feel ashamed by their

behavior and don't think it reflects the real them, their best selves.

Ever/one can change -~ but only when they want to. If you want to make a big change in how you're handling your anger, think

about what you'll gain from that change. More self-respect? More respect from other people? Less time feeling annoyed and

frustrated? A more relaxed approach to life? Remembering why you want to make the change can help.

It can also help to remind yourself that making a change takes Lime, practice, and patience. It won't happen all at once. Managing

anger is about developing new skills and new responses. As with any skill/ like playing basketball or learning the piano, it helps to

practice over and over again.

The Five-Step Approach to Managing Anger

If something happens that makes you feel angry, this approach can help you manage your reaction. It's called a problem-solving

approach because you start with the problem you're mad about. Then you weigh your choices and decide what you'll do.

Each step involves asking yourself a couple of questions, then answering them based on your particular situation.

Let's take this example: There's a party you're planning to go to, but your mom just told you to clean your room or stay home. The

red-hot anger starts building.

Here's what to do:

1) Identify the problem (self-awareness). Start by noticing what you're angr/ about and why, Put into words what's making you

upset so you can act rather than react.

Ask yourself: What's got me angry? What am I feeling and why? You can do this either in your mind or out loud, but it needs to be

clear and specific. For example: "I'm really angr/ at Mom because she won't let nne go to the party until I clean my room. It's not

fair!" Your feeling is anger, and you're feeling angry because you might not get to go to the party.

Notice that this is not the same as saying, "Mom's so unfair to me." That statement doesn't identify the specific problem (that you

can't go to the party until you clean your room) and it doesn't say how you're feeling (angry).

2) Think of potential solutions before responding (self-control).This is where you stop for a minute to give yourself time to

manage your anger. It's also where you start thinking of how you might react —but without reacting yet.

Ask yourself: What can I do? Think of at least fchree things. For example, in this situation you might think:

(a) I could yell at Mom and throw a fit.

(b) I could clean my room and then ask if I could go to the party.

(c) I could sneak out to the party anyway,

3) Consider the consequences of each solution (think it through).This is where you think about what is fikely to result from

each ofthe different reactions you came up with.



Ask yourself: What will happen for each one of these options? For example:

(a) Yelling at your mom may get you in worse trouble or even grounded.

(b) Cleaning your room takes work and you may get to the party late (but maybe that adds to your mystique). With this option, you

get to go to the party and your room's clean so you don't have to worry about it for a while.

(c) Sneaking out may seem like a real option in the heat of anger. But when you really think it through, it's pretty unlikely you'd get

away with being gone for hours with no one noticing. And when you do get caught ~ look out!

4) Make a decision (pick one of your options). This is where you take action by choosing one of the three things you could do.

Look at the list and pick the one that is likely to be most effective.

Ask yourself: What's my best choice? By the time you've thought it through, you're probably past yelling at your mom, which is a

knee-jerk response. You may have also decided that sneaking out is too risky. Neither of these options is likely to get you to the

party. So option (b) probably seems like the best choice.

Once you choose your solution, then it's time to act.

5) Check your progress. After you've acted and the situation is over, spend some time thinking about how it went.

Ask yourself: How did I do? Did things work out as I expected? If not, why not? Am I satisfied with the choice I made? Taking some

time to reflect on how things worked out after it's all over is a very important step. It helps you leam about yourself and it allows you

to test which problem-solving approaches work best in different situations.

Give yourself a pat on the back if the solution you chose worked out well. If it didn't, go back through the five steps and see if you

can figure out why.

These five steps are pretty simple when you're calm, but are much tougher to work through when you're angry or sad (kind of like in

basketball practice when making baskets is much easier than in a real game when the pressure is on!). So it helps to practice over

and over again.

Other Ways to Manage Anger

The five-step approach is good when you're in a particular situation that's got you mad and you need to decide what action to take.

Bufc other things can help you manage anger too.

Try these things even if you're not mad right now to help prevent angry feelings from building up inside.

Exercise. Go for a walk/run, work out, or go play a sport. Lots of research has shown that exercise is a great way to

jmprove your mood and decrease negative feelings.

Listen to music (with your headphones on). Music has also been shown to change a person's mood pretty quickly. And

ifyou dance, then you're exercising and it's a two-for-one.

Write down your thoughts and emotions. You can write things in lots of ways; for example, in a journal or as your own

poetr/ or song lyrics. After you've written it down, you can keep it or throw it away —it doesn't matter. The important thing

is^ writing down your thoughts and feelings can improve how you feel. When you notice, label, and release feelings as they

show up in smafler portions/ they don't have a chance to build up inside.

Draw. Scnbbling, doodling, or sketching your thoughts or feelings might help too.

Meditate or practice deep breathing. This one works best if you do it regularly, as it's more of an overall stress

management technique that can help you use self-control when you're mad. If you do this regularly, you'll find that anger is

less likely to build up.

Talk about your feelings with someone you trust. Lots of times there are other emotions, such as fear or sadness,

beneath anger. Talking about them can help.



Distract yourself. If you find yourself stewing about something and just can't seem to let go, it can help to do something

that will get your mind past what's bugging yau —watch T\/, read, or go to the movies.

Articte Summary



Name: Day 4 - 6th Grade - Physical Education Date:

Directions: Choose 5 activities/exercises from the following list to complete for exercise and put a check mark by the
ones that you compfete. Have a witness sign off on the bottom.

50jumpingjacks

1 minute plank

30 second wall-sit

20 squats

Walk for 10 minutes

Have a snowball fight

Run 3 laps around your house

Stretch for 5 minutes

30 calf-raises

Shovel the driveway

Clean your room

10 push-ups

25 sit-ups

Look-up and complete a 5 minute yoga routine

Play tag with your siblings/friends

Witness;



Name: Day 4 - 7th Grade - Physical Education Date:

Directions: Choose 5 activities/exercises from the following list to complete for exercise and put a check mark by the
ones that you complete. Have a witness sign off on the bottom.

Witness:

SOjumpingjacks

1 minute plank

30 second wall-sit

20 squats

Walkfor 10 minutes

Have a snowball fight

Run 3 laps around your house

Stretch for 5 minutes

30 calf-rajses

Shovel the driveway

Clean your room

10 push-ups

25 sit-ups

Look-up and complete a 5 minute yoga routine

Play tag with your siblings/friends



Name: Day 4 - 8th Grade - Physical Education Date:

Directions: Choose 5 activities/exercises from the following list to complete for exercise and put a check mark by the
ones that you complete. Have a witness sign off on the bottom.

Witness:

50 jumping jacks

1 minute plank

30 second wall-sit

20 squats

Walkfor 10 minutes

Have a snowball fight

Run 3 laps around your house

Stretch for 5 minutes

30 calf-raises

Shovel the driveway

Clean your room

10 push-ups

25 sit-ups

Look-up and complete a 5 minute yoga routine

Play tag with your siblings/friends



TribtD^^ .^^^ (^w<~ ^pfcraho^ ^toife/c^^
WORKSHEET #4: WORK VALUES ASSESSMEN-

rm^
Job satisfaction comes from having a job that meets your expectations and satisfies your needs. The
list below includes a number of things people want or value in their job. Not all these values are met
each day. However, choosing an occupation that meets most of your work values is important.

Directions: Think about what you want from an occupation. From the list below:

1. Check the values that are most important to you.
2. Add work values not mentioned which are also important to you.
3. Re-write and prioritize the list from 1-10. Put what you value most as #1, and proceed down the list

to what you value the least, or is not important to you, as #10

JOB VALUES
1. Adventure —working in a job that requires taking risks
2. Prestige —having an important position
3. Creativity —finding new ways to do things
4. Helping others —working in the assisting and caring of other people
5. High earnings —being well paid for the standard of living you want
6. Variety of duties —having several different things to do
7. Independence —deciding how to do my work
8. Exercising leadership —being able to direct and influence others

.9.
10.

PRIORITIZEYOURLIST:
From the values listed above, write what is most importantto you on Line i, rankingthe values to what
is least important to you on Line 10.

i.

2,

3..

4..

5..

6._

7,

8._

9..

10..

Adapted from:
Career Cholces In North Carollna, 2005-2006 Career Development User's Gulde, Youth edition

[State Occupatlonal Information Coordinating Commlttee]

2007 MnCareers Facilitator Guide Page 12



t)e^olfe/0iinn
Grade Level: 8*tl Graje. Lf^ Sblts Know Your Worth Lesson:4

fTRlfie DA^ ^ypAGEl)
Activity 7.4-2a Name Class Period

Findingthe NetWorth
Directions: Your teacher will assign you a family. Use the information provided to you on this family

to determine the assets, liabilities and calculate the net worth.

Net Worth Worksheet for

Assets (Own)

Balance of all bank accounts

Balance of all retirement accounts

Cash

Value ofhome

Valueofauto(s)

Liabilities (Owe)

Home mortgage

Auto loan(s)

Creditcard(s)

Student loan(s)

Value offurniture and household items

Other loan(s)

Total Liabilities

Value ofjewelry, art, antiques, etc.

TotalAssets

Net Worth =

1. Which items did not count as an asset or a liability?

2. Does this family have a positive or negative net worth?

3. Determine three suggestions for this family to increase their net worth?

Tesas CouncU
oa

Econonuc

Pase 111

PlainsCapitalBankf»



Grade Level: 7 Know Your Worth Lesson:4

TP-];6& PAy tf ^ee^.)
Activity 7.4-2b Name Class Period

Family 1
The family has two adults and two young children. Both parents work full time jobs; one

child is in day care all day and the other child in first grade and in after-school care. They

own a house and two cars and carry some credit card debt.

Complete the Net Worth Worksheet for this family. Remember that not all monthly

expenses are liabilities.

1. The house is valued at $95,000 with a mortgage balance of $45,000.
2. First car is worth $12,000 and they owe $5,000 on the auto loan.

3. Second car is worth $10,000 which is paid in full.

4. Child care costs are $600 per month.

5. Retirement accounts are valued at $15,000.
6. Balance on the credit cards total $2,000.
7. Checking account has a balance of $500.
8. Savings account has a balance of $1200.
9. Theyhave$75 in cash.

10. The value of their furniture is approximately $4500 which is paid in full.

11. The miscellaneous household items are valued at $1200 which is paid in full.

12. Ms. Perez's jewelry is valued at $900; these were paid with the credit card.

Texns Council
ou

Econoinic

12

PlainsCapitalBank^r



frtf^ 7^^5^'(.l?^
Name:

Being Safer on Your Bicycle £.Pa^eCW
edHel])er

Did you know that four out of five accidents between bicycles and cars

are the fault ofthe bicyclist? It's true. So, even though you have

probably been riding your bike for a long time, it's always important to

protect yourself and refresh your memory involving these basic rules of

bicycle safety.

1. First and foremost, ALWAYS wear a helmet. This means whether

you are close to or far from home. Think about it. The distance you fall

is the same whether you are far from or near to home. Wearing a helmet

can prevent many injuries. Make sure the helmet protects your head

without slipping. Eighty-five percent ofserious head injuries could have

been prevented with a helmet, so make sure that your helmet fits correctly! The rim ofthe helmet should be about
two finger-widths above the eyebrows. The straps ofthe helmet should form a V beneath the ear. The buckle ofthe
helmet should fit under the chin. (The cyclist should feel the snug strap when he or she opens his or her mouth.)

2. Ifyour bike is meant for only one person, only one person should be riding on it.

3. Obey traffic signals. Go with the flow oftraffic, not against it. Use hand signals. To signal a left tum, put
yourarm straight out with your palm facing down. To signal a right tum, put your left arm out and your forearm up.
To stop or slow down, put your left arm out and then bend your elbow so that your hand is pointed down. Hand
signals let motorists understand what you are doing. Obey stop signs and traffic signals. If you are riding with
friends, each one of you must stop to make sure the road is clear. Ninety percent of cyclist deaths involve motor
vehicles.

4. Remain watchful. Stop and look. Ride in safe areas. High traffic areas are not best. Never go into the
streetwithout stopping and looking. Then look again. Be visible.

5. Make sure your bike is the right size for you. You should be able to sit on the seat, hold the handlebars,
andhave your toes touch the ground.

6. Make sure your bike is working properly. Does it have a bell, light, or hom? Ifso, make sure they are in

goodworking order. Make sure the brakes are working and that your bicycle has reflectors on it. Check your tires,
too.

So have fun, but ride safely!

Name: L'tlEfcl[)er

Being Safer on Your Bicycle



< o

Questions

1. A bicycle helmet can save your life.

A. true
B. false

2. Four out offive accidents between bicycles and cars are the fault ofthe car's driver.

A. true
B. false

3. It is not necessary to wear your helmet ifyou are only riding your bike in the park.
A. false
B. true

4. Ninety percent ofcyclist deaths involve motor vehicles.

A. false
B. true

5. Which is an important safety feature on a bike?

A. reflector
B. license
C. radio
D. basket

6. The rim ofyour helmet should be five finger-widths above the eyebrows.

A. false
B.true

7.1 am a hand signal. The arm is out from the body with the palm facing down. \Vhat am I?

A. right tum hand signal
B. left tum hand signal
C. slow hand signal



McNabb Middle School

Tribe Day 4
ORCHESTRA

Learning Target: MU:Crl. 1 .E.IIIa Compose and improvise musical ideas for a variety
ofpurposes and contexts.

Activitv:

Students will use the staffpaper (see attached) to write an original composition consisting
of8 measures. The composition must meet the following criteria.

1. 8 measures in length.
2. Include the clefofyoiirinstrument
3. G Major key signature
4. 4/4 time signature
5. Use at least 5 different notes from the G Major Scale (ex: G AB D E)
6. Use various combinations of half notes and quiuter notes (you may use whole

notes, 8th notes, and 16th notes ifdesired).
7. Must include at least one measure with a rest in it (may be a whole rest, halfrest,

or quarter rest).
8. Hand in hard copies when we retum to class.

Assessment: This assignment will be worth 20 points. See chart below for help.

www*mustceducatlonwhfz^oro
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Name

Title ofComposition



Symphonic Band Day4
(sells period 6)

Name Date

Instructions: Write the rhythm counts below the music.

1^ jj|j. JJJi^JJ. ^|JJ:J»n

ij. ^J ij J J^J ij nn^ ij. ^jj2B

ii,; J. ^J |J ^3J |J J. ^|^3J ^

Rules:
1. Use 1+2 (or 2+3, or 3+4, etc.) to count dotted quarter notes. This

is because we are subdividing the dotted quarter note into three.
2. Always count UP to the number of beats in each measure.

3. Dashes can be used to link notes tied together.



Concert Band Day4
(sells period 3)

Name Date

Instructions: Write the rhythm counts below the music.

iul.UT]J J |J. ^JJ|J]J J. JjJ J^J,

,,^J. ^J lj J_^J lj J^J^J IJ.^^1

^j. ^'j |j r]j |j j. j'l.n^ i3a

Rules:
1. Use 1+2 (or 2+3, or 3+4, etc.) to count dotted quarter notes. This

is because we are subdividing the dotted quarter note into three.
2. Always count UP to the number of beats in each measure.

3. Dashes can be used to link notes tied together.



Beginning Band Day4
(Sells Period 4, 5, 7)

Name Date

Instructions: Write the rhythm counts below the music

1rfff^
2"^rf DT'crr LJT 1! crcjT 1? rcjT1'
311;ir LJT IUT CJ'IL'LJ"'^IDT r u

Rules:
5. Use + to count eighth notes

6. Always count UP to the number of beats in each measure.
7. Dashes used on notes longerthan one beat (1-2-3-4 = whole note)

8. Use parenthesis around rest counts.



IMUSIC SVMBOL CROSSUUORD (Level 2) clT"f
IDIRECTIONS: FiII m the squares with the terms for common music symbols by following the CLLTES below.

m

SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW: ACROSS
Fill m the blanks.

1. jDjD = verysoft

5. C = 4/4 meter

7. ^ == silence for 1 beat

8. w^ = moderately loud

10. t| = cancel sharp or flat pitch _ _ _ _.
12. if = raise pitch
14. -^ =: silence for 4 beats

18. rilard. (abbr.) = slow down tempo

20. ^ ^ emphasize a note

22. ^ = silence for ^ beat

23. walldng tempo =

24. * = silence for 2 beats

25. ^ ~~~- = musical thought

27. moderate tempo =

29. J = make a sound for 1% beats

SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW: DOWN
FU1 m the blanks.

2, ^ = make a sound for % beat

3. ff = very loud „_______

4. $ = 2/2 meter

6. wp = moderately soft

9. slow tempo =_____

11. fasttempo =

13. accel. (abbr.) = speed up tempo

15. " = short

16. JJ-]
=3for2___ _ __ _ _

17. |? = lower pitch
19. Da Capo = retum to the beginning (abbr.) _. _.

21. -^- = ending section of music _ _
26. J J ^ curved line connecting two different pitch.es

28. Dal Segno == retum to the sign % (abbr.) _. _.

CLUES: MEZZO PIANO = medium soft " ACCENT = stress a note " COMMON TIME = 4/4 " RTTARDANDO = slowing down
* T3-C. = from the begmning " WHOLE REST = 4 beats " FLAT = pitch down »step " CODA = The End " LAKGO = slow speed
* PHRASE = musical idea " MEZZO FORTE = medium loud " CUTTIME = 2/2 'STACCATO = detached " SLUR = smooth connect
" NATURAL = pitch neither sharp nor flat " D.S. = from the sign " ALLEGRO = fast speed " MODERATO = medium speed
"DOTTED QUARTER NOTE = IX beats " TRIFLETS = 3 notes m the space of 2 " ANDANTE = strolling speed
'EIGHTH REST = K beat " ACCELERANDO = speedmg up " SHARP = pitch up X step " FORTISSIMO = very loud
" QUARTER REST = 1 beat " HALF REST = 2 bea'ts " PIANISSIMO = very soft "' SKTEENTH NOTE = «beat'
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2018-19 Visual Arts Class TRIBE DAY #4
Teacher: Marsha Riddell Grade: 6th, 7th & 8th Grade
Lesson #4 Still Life
Purpose: To create a Still Life Drawing using everyday objects. Still Life is a work of art created out of
non-living objects placed on purpose to be drawn, painted or photographed.
Materials Needed: pencil, paper and selected found non-living objects in your house. Optional to use a
camera. Must choose or arrange at least five found objects that are non-living.
Procedure: Choose some non-living objects to arrange in a pleasing way. Use your pencil to draw what

you see. Look carefully and follow the three drawing steps: 1. Draw the Contour Lines-the outline of the
objects. 2. Draw the Details of the objects- the details on each item. 3. Shade or Show Value by addjng
color with your pencil. You may use the above media in you choose markers, crayons, colored pencils or
ink pens. Optional to photograph the Still Life from different views or perspectives.
Quick Write: Write a short paragraph that describes your Still Life Drawing life Photograph.
Evaluation: Based on Still Life Drawing using arranged non-living objects.


